PACKING UP SIDELINE SUNBLOCKER™:
Before you begin to pack up your SIDELINE SUNBLOCKER™ umbrella make sure it is dry and all residue has been removed.

1. Remove ground stakes and anchor cords and place back in carry bag. Make sure windows are zipped closed.

2. Insert extensions pole back inside the main pole and tighten knob to secure.

3. Close the SIDELINE SUNBLOCKER™ umbrella and place back into bag along with additional accessories.

CONVENTIONAL SIDELINE SUNBLOCKER™ OPERATION:
1. Open the SIDELINE SUNBLOCKER™ umbrella. Roll the side flaps to the inside of the umbrella and secure side flaps with the straps located on each side of the umbrella. Or simply remove side flaps.

2. Release the extension stake out about 2 feet. While holding the extension pole, drive the extension stake into the ground approx. 9 inches while keep the pole straight up and down.

3. Secure the umbrella with all 4 anchor cords, use the two D-rings in front and two in back.

NOTE: Clip the anchor cord to one of the D-rings at the top of the SIDELINE SUNBLOCKER™ umbrella.

a.) Pull adjustment clip 2m (6.5ft) from the knot at the end of the cord on both anchor cords. If additional stability is needed, use additional cords on the back of the umbrella.

b.) Pull the black cord on the adjustment clip upward until knot is flush.

c.) Pull the loop to preferred size and use the ground stakes to secure to the ground.

ITEM NUMBER: 91000XB
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

GENERAL NOTES

Remove all components from the package and confirm all parts are included.

STEP 1

- Open the SUNBLOCKER™ by sliding the umbrella canopy up until it clicks and locks into place.

STEP 2

- Insert the center pole until the 3 back spokes are touching the ground.

NOTE

- Keep the umbrella secured properly, stake into the ground approximately 4" (10.2cm). Make sure when you are staking the umbrella into the ground you have a firm grip on the main pole as well as the extension pole. If the ground is hard and making it difficult to stake into the ground, remove the extension stake from the umbrella and hammer it into the ground. Then slide the umbrella onto the spike and tighten to secure.

NOTE

- Once the extension pole is secured you can now snap on sides for additional protection.

NOTE

- Using the 4 ground stakes provided, stake the front 4 corners of the umbrella into the ground.
  - (If it's windy, use anchor cords with the heavy-duty ground stakes for extra stability.)

For replacement parts:
Visit: www.franklinsports.com/91000XB
Email: parts@franklinsports.com
Call: 1-800-3-66-49
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